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LOOK FORWARD

THIRD WIN IN OBERLIN GAME

Capital Victory Raises Mail
Morale of Kenyon Team

Invitations

To Dads Mothers
Arthur Veasey Jr
morale
greatly
With team
imnroved by last week s mi
pressive 13- 0 victory over
Program To Give Parents
Capital the Kenyon Lords
applied the finishing touches Chance To Meet Advisors
to a week of preparation for
Invitations to the Dads
what should be their third
season Day celebration on Saturday
win of the curent
When they take on Oberlin to Nov 8 have been mailed to
at the Yoemens the parents of all Kenyon stumorrow
the inspired dents A program which will
grounds
home
purple and white gndsters be interesting to mothers as
will be facing an eleven which well as fathers is being planAmple opportunity will
has yet to hang up its initial ned
Having be given for parents to meet
win of the season
professors
for
lost four in a row to date their sons
Coach Lysle Butlers athletes from 500 to 600 on Saturfaculty adcan be counted on to provide day afternoon
stern opposition throughut in visers will be at home to adAn
an effort to win their first one visees and their parents
a innovation last year this
Capt Phil Worcester
small but powerful runner feature of the program was
leads his men from the full received with enthusiasm
A reception will also be givFilling out the
back position
en
by the faculty for dads and
spots
are
backfield
Tom
other
Wood prominent track star sons at 830 on Saturday evewho specializes in end sweeps ning in the lounge of Peirce
a slender six Hall This will be followed
Bill Dipman
foot halfback and Bob Bur by a smoker in the Great Hall
den who clears the way for for the faculty student body
the ball carriers besides call- and fathers at which the
Junior Bill members of the Kenyon Klan
ing the signals
Dipman a triple threat man will be hosts At the same
has sparked the Oberlin of time an Open House will be
fense in every game so far held for the ladies at the
and should be a constant Alumni House
The program will begin in
threat to the Lords tomorrow
the morning when classes
afternoon
At
The Oberlin line will be will be open to visitors
minus the services of its out- 130 pm there will be a polo
standing tackle Jean Cooley and riding exhibition and the
who rounded out his collegi Airport will be open for inFollowing this
ate career last
Saturday spection
against De Pauw Cooley in there will be a football game
tends to enter the service of between Kenyon and Ashland
his country within the next College
couple of weeks and would
DINNER FOR PARENTS
like to clear up a case of siAt
600 pm will be the
nus trouble before that time
dinner in the Great
regular
His six feet of stature and 196
at 645 there will be
Hall
and
pounds will be sorely missed
a dinner for students with
in their first line of defense
their parents who will be the
John Heinrich
from India guests of the college
Dr
another six footer although Gordon K Chalmers and Dean
Continued on page 4
Gilbert T Hoag will give addresses in Philo Hall at 745
To

Hear

pm

Many people are expected

for the parents of 120 stuChemist Lecture dents were present last year
Reservations for rooms in the
Dr Kenneth Hickman reAlumni House or in private
sarch chemist for Distillation
can be made through
homes
Products Inc a subsidiary of
office
Admissions
the
the Eastman Company of
Rochester N Y will speak at
the College Assembly Nov 6
His subject will
The
be

New Novels Added

Scientists Responsibility toward the War
To Bookshop List
Dr Hickman
remain here all day Thursday
The bare book- store has at
and in the evening will lecture
on High Vacuum Distillation last been renovated for the
comine1 vear All of the text
as a Field
for the Young books
have been relegated to
Chemist
shelves Now the
back
the
Hickman was born in Wanold
new
trade books have
and
stead England on Feb
4
on all of the for
placed
been
1896
his
Ph
After receiving
shelves
D degree at
the Royal Col- ward
A large assortment of inlege of Science he remained
has been
there as a lecturer from 1921 expensive books
This consists
to 1925 During this time he brought forth
Everyman books
was a member of the Chemi- of the
and ModClassics
World
cal Warfare Committee
In
Library
ern
1925 he became
associated
From twenty- five to thirty
with the Kodak Company for
novel titles covering
current
which he has worked since
scone
of all tastes have
wide
a
One day
while walking
Among
added
down the street Dr Hickman also been
more
interof
many
the
noticed a bottle of cod liver
books added there
oil slowly losing its vitamins esting
to
in the sunlight
flooding a are three of too interest
There is
drugstore window
Immedi- Kenyon students
s faKies or
ately it occured to him that Frederic Prokosch
For those young
there must be some more ade- FnroDe
quate way of storing these flying enthusiasts with a lit
is Poetry
life- giving
substances Later erary mind there
ut of materials he used to of Flight edited by Selden
Men and Politics
dry films he managed to con- Rodman
as
dense fatty wax rich in vita- which gives dope on Russia
witn
Diary
aia
Berlin
the
mins in a vacuum molecular
still The success of this un- Germany by Louis Fischer
interest
usual experiment was an im- is for those students
portant contribution to sci- ed in foreign affairs
Many other worth wnne
ence and Dr Hickman conthe shelves a
tinued his experiments with
eyes and
curious
the
waiting
vitamins In a paper which
Kenyonites
of
minds
Continued on page 4
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Draw Big Crowds
Play Is

by

College

Three Performances

Success

Playing
before sizeable
audiences in the new Speech
Building theater
Captain
Brassbounds Conversion was
yiven three artful performances last Tuesday Wednesday and Thursday nights
The Tuesday night presentation was a special one for all
who helped in the construction and finishing of the
building and the latter performances were open to Kenyon students and to many
guests and friends of the College All three contributed to
the inauguration of the dedication ceremonies of the
Speech Building which are
continued this week- end and
next week
Many phases of the Shaw
play itself its acting its
staging and its direction by
Dr John W Black made it an
entirely successful production Brassbounds appeal to
the Kenyon audience was notable It is subtitled A Play
of Adventure but is much
more than that The beautifully drawn contrasts and
paradoxes in which Shaw abounds were presented with
skill by a cast of comparatively unexperienced actors Only
Mary McGowan as Lady Cicely William Sawyer as Redbrook Clarence Miller as Osman and Edgar McGuire as
Captain Kearney were members of the cast who had held
leading roles in any previous
Kenyon play
WORTHY

OF PRAISE

Mrs McGowans portrayal
of the airy yet commanding
Lady was worthy of real
V
Tp snirit nt The
charm and subtle influence of
an English noblewoman was
caught with skill And Rupert
Anderson in his first leading
role gave hard- boiled reality
to the interesting characters
of Captain Brassbound
Brassbound was a play of
accents Two freshmen
Douglas Nichols and William
Lum showed ease in their interpretation of the Scotch
missionary and the cockney
Sam Fitzsimmons
brigand
also in his first Dramatic Club
appearance handled the su
clipped English
percilious
judge with deft fingers The
Moorish characters done by
Clarence Miller newcomer
Wesley Baylor and William
Straus were realistically
African
1

SET IS HANDSOME

Mr Eric Hawke aided by a

Gargantuan stage crew showed off the facilities of the new
stage with a remarkable unit
set that was both handsome
and utilitarian It is commendable that the staging
and the lighting facilities of
the new theater have been
used to such advantage in the
very first play for this points
to even more professional
staging in the future

Vernon Theatre
Friday and Saturday Oct

Great
and Nov 1
Guns with Laurel and
Hardy
Friday Midnight Oct 31
The Man Made Monster
starring Lon Chaney Jr
Saturday midnight Sunday Monday Tuesday
Honky
Nov 1 2 3 4
Torik with Lana Turner
and Clark Gable
Wednesday and Thursday
Moon
Nov 5 and 6
Over Her Shoulder
Friday and Saturday Nov
7 and 8
Parachute
Battalion and South of
Tahiti
31

No 6

Founders Day Sees Dedication
Maritain To Be Bedell Lecturer
Topic Of Speaker Is
Poetic Knowledge
Chalmers Will Talk
On Philander Chase
Kenyon College will observe
117th celebration o f
Founders Day at 500 oclock
Sunday evening Nov 2 In
connection with a short prayer service President Gordon
K Chalmers will speak on
Philander Chase and others
influential in the founding of
the college Immediately following the service the faculty
of the college will march in
academic procession to the
Speech Building for the formal dedication of the new building
At 8 pm Sunday the Bedell Lecture will be presented
in the Speech Building This
lecture is sponsored biennialy
by the Bedell Lecture Foundation
a
Bishop Bedell
former president of the college and Mrs Bedell established the Foundation for
lectures on the Evidences of
Natural and Revealed Religion or the Relation of Science
to Religion
This year the lecturer will
be Jacques Maritain French
writer and scholar who will
speak on the subject Poetic
Knowledge
Maritain studied
philosophy at the Sorbbnne
and became a follower of
Henri Bergson Although he
was a member of a Protestant
family he became converted
to Catholicism in 19 0 6
i

Newest Addition to Kenyon Campus

Role of Colleges

Playhouse to Read

Reconstruction
Period Discussed

In

Shaws St Joan
As a finale to the dedication
of Kenyon Colleges
50000
Speech Building the Cleve
land Play House will bring a
reading performance of its
current production of Ber

Members of Four Ohio
Colleges Meet
nard Shaws

four

Representatives of
Ohio colleges met Oct 27

at

Saint Joan to the

new stage Monday Nov 3
Two performances will be given
at 330 pm and again

ts

Kenyon to consider the role of at
845 pm
institutions of higher educaStrengell a young
Sara
tion in post- war reconstrucactress
Finnish
takes the
Obertion Antioch Denison
lin and Kenyon were each part of Joan Miss Strengell
represented by the president had just embarked upon her
six faculty members and two acting career abroad when the
students It was agreed that war broke out After a year
the four colleges represented oi service in a mnmsn patn- Bloy
should give serious consider otic organization of women been Thomas Aquinas has
the subject of his reation to the possibility of an for defense she sailed for the
however he has writexperimental program both United States in May 1941 search
ten on themes not connected
curricular and extracurricU and came directly to Cleve- with
his scholastic studies
lar to train students in meet land She made her American Maritain
has lectured at many
ing the problems of recon debut on July 17 in the role
in this country
universities
of
Sister
of
Johanna
the
Cross
ciliation and reconstruction at
in Cradle Song at Cain Park and is professor of philosophy
home and abroad
at the Institute Catholique
The extracurricular means Theatre
will be presented Paris and at the Institute of
play
The
suggested include attention to in costume and with all the Medieval Studies in Toronto
the possibility of making use leading actors but the num- He is also visiting professor
of the students vacations
ber of supernumeraries will at Columbia and Princeton
either for a joint cooperative be cut down and the settings
Universities
Among
effort m the nature of a labor- will be suggested by curtains books written bv Martain the
are
atory experiment among the and lighting effects
Scholasticism
Art
and
students of the four colleges
Saint Joan is regarded by 1930 Reliqion and Knowl
or a larger project to which many
1937
France My
as Shaws greatest edge
the students of other Ohio work It was
Country 1941 and Ransomproduced
first
colleges might be invited
in New York in 1923 and ing of Time 1041
The Conference suggested Katherine Cornell revived it
In connection with the dedi
to the faculty and student in 1936
cation of the Speech Building
bodies of the four institutions
the Cleveland Play House will
discussion of the establishpresent
George
Bernard
ment of a seminar course or a
Saint Joan Monday
Shaws
Yearbook
Changed
group of courses or the reorINov 6 on the new stage Two
ientation of courses already
performances will be given
Staff Announces at 330 in the afternoon and
taught which possibly would
be directed by a group of inAccording to reports from 830 in the evening W N
structors from various de- its staff the 1942 Reveille
Brigance the author of sevpartments and by guest facul- promises to be as different in eral books used by Kenyon
ty members many of them tone and style as possible speech students will be on the
refugees who might go from Changes in make- up and size Hill for the occasion
campus to campus to treat and a greater number of
various aspects of the ques- pages head the list of alter- FLIERS HOLD
SPOT
tion
ations
LANDING CONTEST
Committees from each of
A main objective of this
the four colleges will meet in years book is to acquaint outSunday afternoon Oct 26
December to report the re- siders with Kenyon therefore the Kenyon Flying Club held
sults of the discussion on the additional copy having to do its first spot landing contest
various campuses and formu- with college history sports at Port Kenyon In spite of a
late a more detailed program material class activity etc grey and windy day the
The principal speaker at is to be stressed Pictures Clubs Aeronca C3 made rethe conference was Dr Rein- too depicting student life will peated close landings piloted
hold Schairer Director of Re- aid in this respect
by Hallock Hoffman
Pete
search of the United States
Since the yearbook is an Hoffman Ed Poynter Cubie
Committee on Educational all- school undertaking
al Chamberlain and Bill Sawyer
Reconstruction The problem though actual editing is done Each made three attempts
of educational reconstruction by the Junior class Reveille the first being won by Poynafter the destruction of Hit- editors urge that everyone be ter the second by Hallock
lerism according to Dr Sch- present whenever an activity Hoffman and the third by
airer will involve the follow- picture is to be taken
Chamberlain
Two Cornell
ing steps restoring buildings
Department heads ot the boys arrived from New York
and institutions which have Reveille this year include Bob to attend the meet but did not
been destroyed by Nazis sup- Weaver editorinch- ief
Sam compete
plying personnel to staff for- Fitzsimmons business mana
Bert Legg President of the
eign educational institutions ger John Des Prez advertis Club hopes to continue this
distributing food to school ing manager Edgar McGuire event at frequent intervals in
children and students trans- sophomdre
representative order to keep Kenyon at the
formation of methods of and Pete Cloud and Robert top of the Intercollegiate ceilPennington associate editors ing
Continued on page 4
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Re Poll
There are some things to be said
about the poll which the Collegian
conducted which are not apparent
in a listing of the results
Undoubtedly the seventy percent disapproval is sincere but we could
not help entertaining the impression that there was a great deal of
misunderstanding and even ignorance about the declaration by the

faculty

Only 115 men said NO

Thirty-

three offered comment upon their
negative answer and these comments ranged from Hell NO to Unprintable No Forty- one men said
YES and eleven offered commen-

taries Some of the answers are
worth reprinting and we will allow them to stand or fall by themselves Any editorial comment is
superfluous
I follow the Fueher
Yes it was a damn good meal
More steak I vote yes
Down with macaroni
more

steak

More of these steak dinners
Due to illiteracy I am not eligible to the privileges of suffrage
Yes
I say war today
You
see gentlemen I expect to get out

conducted a poll among the student body cf the College and the
results are elsewhere on this page
Fifth there was a poll circulated
among the student body and these
results are also to be found in this
issue of the Collegian
Are these things clear then We
of the Collegian Board want to
make our position clear so that
none of our readers have the impression that we are trying to
speak for the entire student body
Also we want it expressly understood that the declaration signed
by the faculty originated with the
faculty and that we take no credit
for the expression of the sentiments We uphold it because it
does express our own beliefs so
well but we could have never been
capable of such a fine phrasing To
the faculty goes the distinction of
being the leaders and to us belongs the classification of wholehearted supporters This is why
we have been so careful to make
sure that the declaration was to be
taken as originating with the

faculty

Why do we prefer the faculty
statement to the classification of
non- belligerent
or even of interventionist
Because the state-

JL

A U1NLI1

Dear Sir
In the issue of The Collegian
bearing the date line of October
3 I noted with interest the story
A Mute Kenyon
Of course much that you say is
true concerning the present infinite
variety of interets which can absorb the time of todays undergraduate However though 1923
is not so very many years ago I
found that singing was a real part
of my life on the Hill not because
I could find nothing else to do but
because it was a natural outlet
because the spiritual as well as
physical things which made Kenyon the school that it was fitted
will a musical interpretation
When one considers the trend
in the average American educational factory it is sad to think
that so fine a trade mark as traditional singing should go by the
boards Today when a school is
judged solely by Its pigskin panzer divisions and the size of its
stadium
when you couldnt
raise out of a student body of
thousands eight men ready to do
battle with invading townies
when the night club complex has
overcome the bulls- eye beer bust
there is much to be said about
singing or any other phase of true
college life
Kenyon will never boast an All
American backfield It can never
never parade the field with a one
hundred- piece band made up mainly of stalwarts from Local Musicians Union No 165 It can never
comb the coal mines and steel mills
for the gents to carry the Purple
to victory at so much per game
plus a degree in Physical Education But Kenyon can sing and
if my memory does not fail me
sing better than any group of men
with the possible exception of
Warings Pennsylvanians
I am glad killing a keg still remains a Kenyon tradition and

I

tt

We have the highest standard of living in
world md
fact for granted without much realizing wha the
stZ Smeans
it
of living is a relative matter I should like to described
COre
rather
the hving conditions in Bulgaria and let the read
elusions ana comparisons
VJ oaj
In the Tlnitprl Rtaoo rmi afu
1L11
imve yur own nouse or vou rPm
apartmentT
for Bulgaria and the Balkan
f one additionftolctrue
o
general with only
Since the income of the averac
is rather low I

J4

1

w-

SStf

1

many can afford to
monev but not ennn
house
Th Lo
Thse cooperative houses are usually the newest most
and aesthetically most beautiful houses in the whol
heSate
house is built several people pay a share of the building city
V
cost
and
i
own their own apartment just like other people
own their own
The owner of such an apartment can do with it whatever
he wants1
sen it rent it or of course live in it
10
IJUL
rpi
V
Thntn
cue equipped vu uq
aaoc nuuoo
Results of the Collegian Poll vaj
liicil nioaern ap0 middli
ment
Mono
On Thursday October 23 the states houses have in the Uni
with the exception of Tk hid
members of the Collegian Board fngerators
asked the following question of the yourself and which you have to tcaiW o
which you find in 0 in
student body of the College
thet
the rich homes since they are capital
Are you in agreement with the paratively very
expensive One id t he L
sentiments expressed in the declarreasons is that they have to ith Don
ation by the faculty which was the
imported The average apartm- n troah
published in the last issue of the house
not the cooperative houird adv
collegian
does
not
have a central heatiro
wa
The results were as follows
system or running cold and watk it
pi
to
NO
148
715
water Everybody has his own Kcl
YES
52
251
stove and if you want warm wicked s
NEITHER
7
34
ter you have to heat it yourars att
Total
207
1000
usually
by gas or electricity oruring tli
14 ballots were thrown out beyou are poor on a stove with way of I
cause of obvious forgery
or coal
bbo pU
All this holds true as far as tg Cap
houses in the city are concern their c
and consequently Sofia is a nue Keir
AROUND THE TOWN
ern and beautiful city compa- here the
with other cities of equal Swns 1
since it is very young and did ravel wa
have to pass through such an eif the Kei
ENLIGHTENMENT
lutionary development as some the hal
For the past few weeks we had the
old European cities
lUerrick
become increasingly puzzled at obOn the other hand the livtfriod kic
serving the brand new speech
building remain brilliantly lighted conditions of the peasants after an
of the population are pehich gai
far into the wee small hours So 82
making sure that our dog eared ants are very poor the sanitage t
there le Capit
press card was in its proper place tion is very primitive
we approached the building taking usually no running water and orsses fn
care Becker to use the proper the minority of the houses azzi and
pughten
paths The main door was locked made of stone
The cost of the food compai utheran
and as we found out later it is to
remain that way except on nights with that here is almost negligjid garn
if calculated by our standards apital w
when the stage is lighted
pound
of grapes costs anywhi1e ancl t
Anyway we entered the building
from 1 8c a seven pound wate bal1

E

hw
11

1

v-

the
Siimmrims
fantastically cheap but it isrclcaz18

n

I

7

10R

Carl Djeratsi

ment which says that we should do
wifhm our power to de
belter ve
in which one
scheme
a
o of theml
I1UUC
at rnfn- semescer
F
TT4in
irwo conn ann TTIfirP
must not upset the faculty in any modest What the means are by
manner
we will defeat Hitler should
Absolutely not How many ot which
opinion be left to the men
our
in
the signers of that declaration
charged with the responare
who
of
most
must feel pretty safe as
knowing what means
of
sibility
them are over draft age Would would be the best For instance in
they sign if they had to go
one of the categories on the stuNo Just a cheap publicity
dent poll it says that the signer is
stunt
in favor of full open action by the
No I dont want to see the U S armed forces against Gerflowerhood of mankind destroyed
many It seems to us that this is
a preachers place is in the pul- a matter for the generals of the
Dit a dead mans is in the coffin
army the admirals of the navy
a womans is in the home and a and the heads of the air corps to
professors is in the classroom
decide These men and the men
damnitthehell Let them voice who are in charge of the disposicititheir sentiments as private
tion of the diplomatic affairs of
zens scholastic titles have no our country are in a much better
place in such a document No Did position to know the facts of where
John Hancock put a PhD after his and when and how would be the
name when he signed the Declarabest method to defeat Hitler than
tion No he had better taste
are students and professors of a
midwestern college who have no
secret sources of confidential inTo Clear Up
formation We offer our governIn an effort to clear the confu- ment whole- hearted support in the
general issue of defeating Hitler
sion which surrounded the publicatwo because we believe that such a
tion of a declaration a letterrecent
strong course is necessary to the
polls and an opinion in the
issue of the Collegion and in order safety of the United States Howto define the position of the people ever other than urging the governinvolved we think that it would be ment to take strong action and ofhelpful to rehearse the logical or- fering them our support through
der of events in this controversyCol-as thick and thin we have no pretenthey have occured First The
sions of usurping the posts of men
signed
declaration
a
printed
legian
who are qualified to know the ways
by thirty- six members of the Coland means
lege faculty and of the College
staff No student including the
members of the Collegian staff
Mutual Pride
was given the opportunity to sign
We want to express our approval
the declaration
Plain
Second The Cleveland
of Coach Kutlers little speech in
unfortunan
upon
pounced
Dealer
the Commons Tuesday noon when
ate ambiguity in the editorial note he said that the football team
and the accompanying editorial so wuld never do anything on the
as if
that it was made to appear statefield to make the students ashamed
joint
a
were
the declaration
of the team and that the football
ment by the faculty and the Colteam could expect the same from
legian staff
the students in the stands at the
preBoard
Third The Collegian
games The issue is not whether or
which
statement
signed
sented a
Kenyon men should drink at
anot
declared that they were in full
games It is rather a
football
ersentiments
greement with the
of good manners and comquestion
pressed in the faculty declaration
A can of beer in Bensense
mon
out
pointed
and the Board also
arouse no comment
will
Bowl
son
inthat their hand had been forced
can
of beer in Bexsame
the
but
Dealto the open because the Plain
of a great
source
be
can
the
er had arived permaturely and ac- ley
Considerunpleasantness
of
deal
cidentally at the right conclusion
we are visit
college
where
the
ing
Board
Collegian
Fourth The

UHlVl

FROM THE OTHER SIDE
by

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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sume untold amounts of the foamy
delight has not given way to ice
cream sodas and the fraternal joys
of pin ball machines Possibly we
of a few years back were a bit
stronger of stomach for bleary
eyes or no bleary eyes we could
shatter the silence with vocal efforts which made even those of us
who were singing have little chills
running up and down our spines
We were not too blase to enjoy it
In closing may I quote from an
article on the same page Kenyon
men are privileged characters by
virtue of the fact that they have
been allowed to come here
Possibly this privilege is worth the
upholding of those apparently 11
stating traditions which have
for more than a century made
Kenyon what it is
Very truly yours
F Hume Seymour 26
ing as hosts then it seems to us
that is is only a matter of good
taste to refrain from doing anything that will offend our hosts
We are thinking particularly of
the trip to Denison several years
back It is quite possible that only
a few men could be called offenders
but it was the whole College who
had to shoulder the blame what
was in some little details a disgraceful exhibition We would like
to think that Kenyon men and also
our hosts were intelligent and
broad- minded enough to be able to
take a cheering warming nip without the danger of a blanket label
being tagged onto the College
Such is not the case There are
bound to be incidents and we think
that all Kenyon men will realize
that a general rule rather code of
behavior will apply for the away
from home games
We offer the assurance to Rudy
that so long as the Kenyon football
team continues to put on such fine
performances as it has put on so
far this season we will be much
too busy watching good football to
be distracted by cold feet or any
other deversions Mr Kutler may
take the applause which greeted
him in the Commons as an indication of our approval

ceeded back stage Here the cast
production
of the Brassbound
were girding themselves for the
final dress rehearsal Anderson was
moping Fitzimmons was doing his
usual hybrid portrayal of Mrs
Sycamore and St Vitus Straus
was reading the Weekend Wodehouse Stage Manager Sawyer
moved about snatching cigarettes
from unsuspecting mouths Volkmar was playing with his new
1800 electrical toy Moore was
writing out the forty- eight states
for the benefit of C B Owen and
twenty- five cents
We sat thru the performance along with Gambier High School
and one of its teachers As the
final curtain dropped the audience
sat as men of stone Not one palm
met its mate not one bravo burst
thru their pursed lips The curtain
rose for probably the first curtain
call in the history of the Gambier
stage Still no sound issued from
the audience Said the teacher as
she led her mute charges homeward The children greatly enjoyed the lighting in the second
act Said Mrs McGowan Thank
God my kids transferred to Mt
Vernon

PIPPIN

The Psi U Beta dancette weekend tomorrow promises to be a
pippin G T has told the lads that
they must vacate Leonard Hall by
3 am Sunday so throwing out
the idea of the hay ride prexies
Stickney and Brouse have arranged a novel form of entertainment
from 3 on A Psi U delegation led
by Rees and Garber has journeyed
to Delaware during the past week
and as a result ten unknowing
females from Wesleyan have said
yes Undated men will be frowned upon as well as girls without

cigarettes

GLOOM

We waited all last year for Paul
Henissart to like something in his
Now it
column Literary Front
seems as if our two new literary
critics the ertswhile writers of

The Doric have fallen into the
same practice of disliking the various and sundry Says prejudiced
Ignore em Spit
Mr Leatherman
in their eye

tually average if we consider111
ratin between the average metlss ior
wa

and the prices A policeman ea1ree
a monthly salary of about 12
high school teacher somewhere ine 10
tween 20 and 30 and a univltai n
5
sity professor around 70
lUTHE
Now compare those incor
During
po
of
some
the
of
with the cost
thn
lar entertainments a movie ccanslline
depe4aanywhere from 5c to 21c
tne
ing upon the seat an opera
from 20c to 150 If you comire rePu
those figures with the price ild j1 v
car from 900 which are the coward
German cars up to 3000 you liie
realize why only so few peny
ley
possess cars
m nr
Nevertheless the people do
a
iinUnS
fairly comfortable lives The
tr
spjnea
welltodo
citizens
lies of the
at least part of the summer
f
from the city either in the mc f 1
tains or at the sea which inJ
case is the Black Sea
Qutstan
m line w
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Student Poll

dain
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Paol
A poll nas ueen uiiuiiuJre stanc
the
mong the student body of
jjrricl
lege in which signers were off a d the
the choice of four categories Thg c
1 Im a pacifist against war l Kile 0r
solution to the present il1unj
C
the world
Wmg in
2 Im an isolationist
Imncrs
keeping out of Europes vKenyon
following the neutrality act ig now
selling materials to Britain eS wit
I be pla
3 Im a non- belligerent
all material aid lend- leasfnference
Britain short of war I i jf avera
one lo
the armed protection of
and property in the We
Hemisphere but no offcjnycm
action by US armed forcod
ridle
the defined war zones
4 Im an interventionist I Weaver
full open action by the I Weaver
armed forces against Gerriamberla
I realize this policy may re jlson
an AEF and Im for it me
including
ss
The results
and Leonard Halls and East nck
iclozzi
are as follows
srrick
1
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132
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107
35
Total 175
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KENYON

LORDS TRIUMPH OVER CAPITAL
Score

By Bob Monti gney

Last Saturday afternoon the fighting Kenyon Lord gridsecond victory of the season with a 13- 0
ders captured their
decision over Capital The game was played before a capacity
crowd on Capital field in Columbus
The Lord triumph marked the first time that Kenyon has
defeated the Lutherans since 1932
The first quarter consisted mainly of a passing duel be
Kenyon and Klie a southpaw Near
tween Paul Herrick of
ayun
uie
oi
end
iia
the
reached the Capital 30 yardlOPPONENTS
ine but a stuborn Lutheran
During
line held for downs
Myperiod
of
this
middle
the
halfron Monck star Lord
back had to leave the game
because of ankle injuries
In the second period a mild
Capital threat was stopped
and the Lords began to move
With Don Ross making three
32long goalward runs one a
Captial
to
the
yard advance
two it was easy for Paul Herrick to plunge for the touchHnwn Keltner Capital tackle
blocked sub- tackle Bob Taylors attempted conversion
During this scoring drive the
play of Hal Grace and Capt
Gabe Paolozzi was outstanding Capital took the kickoff
on their own 36 and drove to
the Kenyon five yard- line
DICM Lefcvze
where they lost the ball on
to
downs A pass from Klie
w

for 40 yards
the Kenyon eight yard- line
the half ended
Herrick returned the thirdperiod kickoff to his own 35
After an exchange of punts
which gave the Lords an advantage they took the ball on
Two long
the Capital 41

Havel was good
to
as

to Paolend Phil
Doughten put the ball on the
Lutheran 12 After two plays
had garnered three yards
Capital was penalized for offside and the Lords were given
the ball on the four yard- line
On theJJftYt vSay Pan Ross
circled right end for the score
caught Herricks
Paolozzi
extra point
pass for the
There was no further scoring
gridders will
quarter saw These Oberlin
tomorrow
when
Kenyon
face
to their air
meet
Yoemen
and
Lords
the
success
Oberlin
at
THREATEN
LUTHERANS
Tulane Univer
ACP
During the game the Lutherans threatened the Lord sity has a scholarship for de
goal- line twice but once in- soldiers
Transylvania colside the ten yard- line they lege Lexington Ky is oper
of
were repulsed by a fighting ated bv the Disciples

Monday November

Kenyon Christ

postponed until Monday and
then was rained out on that
date The only games that remain to be played are between
M Leonard and E Wing in
the purple league and between
M Kenyon and N Leonard in
the white league Neither of
these games will affect the
opponents in the finals W
Wing and South Leonard

uT

rrr

cj

Ulb

ST1

yards by the
route while the Lords
could compile only 93 yards
Outstanding on the tvenyon line was eruard Ed Cham
Herrick
berlain and Paul
Gabe Paolozzi and Don Ross
Poalozwere standout backs
zi Herrick
and Chamberlain
Plaved the full 60 minutes
The Capital attack was led
by Kile and Havel with 206Kirkpatrick
pound
center
coming in for his share of the
al

gained 122

tax included

oclock Monday evening
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A Hot Stove Burns
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Of course Any adult knows that

butlittlejohnnyisntanadult

he has to learn by firsthand
EXPERIENCEIItstheworldsgreat
teacher

so

A GOOD

forward wall

The statistics show that
Kenyon had a wide margin
They had a 12 to nine advantage in first downs and a wide
punting advantage They out126
gained the Lutherans
yards to 111 although Capit

r

w

der hes the man with the big
Wins Third Place
cigar and the litle dog was
Climaxing a week of inten
putting some tape on Moncks
LEAGUE CONTEST ankles the other day before sive preparation the Kenyon
football practice he had this Jumping Team performed exSouth Leonard defeated S to say about this years fenc- ceptionally well while losing
Hanna and Middle Kenvon ing team Its up to the fel- to the Culver Cadets by the
week to finish in first place in lows If they want to WORK margin of a single point last
the intramural football White at least an hour and one- half Saturday The final score of
league with three wins and no every day
then well have the contest was 541- 540
losses
tsur
High scorer for the Lords
a KlDALi lencing team
On Tuesday Oct 21 the if they only want to come out with a total of 185 and win
Betas took a close game from and mess around two or three ner of third place in the comthen Ill not petition was Carter Brown of
undefeated Sigma Pi by the times a week
arrangements
to
try
make
Tryon N C Riding Queen on
126
the score of
S Hanna
his initial attempt Brown
scored first when Craig Bow- intercollegiate meets
garnered 89 points and then
to
seems
think
that
Russ
man intercepted a Beta pass
proceeded to ring up an im
team
prospects
the
for
the
midheld
and ran it back for
in
efa touchdown
S
Leonard are excellent There are close pressive 96 on his secondCulcame right back to score on to ten men in school now who fort astride Colonel a
a long pass that bounced off have done some degree of ver horse This brilliant exThe club hibition of horsemanship tied
a Sigma Pi defender into fencing before
the arms of Misto Flynn president Jack Konopak Bill Carter with Werner of the second
Continued on page 4
od cadets for second place But
In the second half S Leonard McMurrv Jim Grove
struck again on a long pass Kohnstamm Paul Henissart
from Bunns to Durham for Bill Lehecka Gene Benseman
these are
their second touchdown and and Dick Storm
An Unusual Offering at Kenyon
their winning points Final a few of the veterans whom
score S Leonard 12 S Han- Russ expects to report at the
3
gym at 400 pm on Monday
na 6
Nov 17 for the first practice
CLEVELAND PLAY HOUSE
CLINCHES TITLE
If you add to the veterans
S Leonard about 15 men who have not
On Thursday
presents
clinched the championship of fenced before but who have
the White League by winning shown an interest in fencing
a close one over Middle Ken you will have an approximate
Kenyon 7- 0 A Middle Ken- number of the men who will
yon drive in the opening mo- be working that hour and one
ments of the game stalled a half each day Russ says that
few yards from the Beta goal anyone has a chance to get
line M Kenyon continued into the Swordman s Circle
Gthreatening throughout the This group is composed of a
game but just couldnt get small number of experienced
through the S Leonard de- fencers who will be eligible to
a reading version
fense when it would count the wear the fencing emblem and
most The Betas meanwhile participate in the meets
by
missed a try for a field goal
at the end of the first half
Bernard Shaw
when Keuhn tried a dropIMPORTANT
kick but scored on a long
AT THE SPEECH BLDG
pass to McCoy that was jugAll canidates for the
TWO PERFORMANCES
gled around by the M Ken
Varsity Basketball squad
von secondarv before Mac who are not on the footALL SEATS RESERVED
grabbed it for the score
requested
are
squad
65
Seats
330
Flynn threw to Bunis for the ball
extra point This win puts S to report to Coach Chuck
110
Seats
845
D AA
ji

the game

charging

in the ensuing jumpoff the
visitor took second and the
purple and white standout
had to be content with a yellow ribbon
Another Kenyon rider Sam
Volkmar walked off with the
white ribbon symbolic of
fourth place in the competition Sarjarak was Volkmars
mount Also competing for
the Lords were Renk DesPrez who did a very creditable job on Le Mar and Dixie
Hunt who tied for fifth place
on Colonel but lost the pink
ribbon to Kitts of the visitors
in the jumpoff Ralph King
was the number five Kenyon
man and he rode the course
on big Le Mar also
For the cadets Lewis finished in first place while
Werner nosed Brown out for

t i scorer
is riign

BETAS WIN WHITE

tricky aggregation from West
Wing as their opponents
game between
Fridays
E Wing and M Leonard was

The fourth
Capital resort
lanes without

hard-

B rown

CLM

passes from Herrick
ozzi and another to

and

DAILY PRACTICE
While Coach Russ VonWei-

0 As Herrick Ross Make

Goals Monck Suffers Ankle Injury

in

Jumpers Lose Culver
Match by One Point

FENCERS TO BEGIN

FOR FIRST TIME SINCE 32

13-
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BEER IN 1887
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The ALCOVE
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MOUNT VERNON

Soda Grill

Restaurant

Candy Shop
Kenyon Students Always Welcome

aerial

so Refreshing

with lunch

and in Brewing too

BUY THE SIXBOTTLE CARTON

EXPERIENCE COUNTS

f

years now we have
been continuously brewing Berghoff
Beer Of all the beers brewed today
only a distinguished few can rival this
matchless span of EXPERIENCE Tasle
Berghoff and see how richly these years
have contributed to the brewing of a greal
ingrebeer Pine modern equipment
and scores
dients of premium quality
of scientific brewing aids all share in making
lOR some fifty- four

honors

Kenvons 1941 season rec
ord is now two wins and two
olsses with three more games
to be nlaved
In the Ohio
Conference the Lords have a
wins
6fifi awraero
u i vi uv with tWO
and one loss
Lineups
Capital
Kenyon
Kalish
McLeod
LE
Kindle
LT Distlehorst
F Weaver
Martin
LG
w

R

Weaver
Chamberlain
Wilson
Lane
Ross
Monck
Paolozzi

Herrick

C

RG
RT

RE
QB
c

LH
RH
FB

Taylor

This Friendly Store
Has Anticipated
All Your Needs
For A Pleasant Semester

Kirkpatrick

Mathews
Keltner
Bernlohr
Klie
Havel
Trapp
Bauers c

Kenyon substitutions Goldsmith Doughten Grace Lehecka Jewitt Lynch Perry
R

Plus deposit

THE R U D

1

N CO

SUCCESSOR TO
DOWDS-

MOUNT

Since 1887

RUDIN CO

VERNON

Berghoff a more delicious and more satisfying brew But it is the hand of experience
that blends these into making Berghoff the
unchangeable favorite of all who try it

OHIO

Can and on Draught
Restaurants
Hotels
Clubs
Package Stores
Taverns
In Bottle

BERGHOFF BREWING CORPORATION
Fort Wayne Indiana

rewed for Quality

Blended for Uniformity
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Lords Confident
Continued from Page

7
1

HERE

AND THERE ON THE CAMPUS
about twenty pounds lighter
man tjooiey will fill the vacant berth in all probability
Saturday evening Nov 1 has been selected by the Beta
Bob Kelner a stocky 192 lb
Junior will start at the other Theta Pi and Psi Upsilon as the date for a dance to be given
tackle Guards George Hag by them jointly Preceding the dance in one of the respecner ana utis Hall lack the size tive parlors there will be a cocktail party and after the
cf the tackles although they dance there will be either a hay ride or a barn party Several
Dotn weign 180 lbs or better Betas went to Ohio Wesleyan during the week past and reHall from all reports is ex cruited fourteen dates for the bovs back at school
ceedingly fast and quite often
And speaking of dates for
pulls out of the line to lead
Reconstruction Program
the interference The ends the above- mentioned party
are tall and rangy Frank it has been rumored that Jack
Continued from Page One
i
l
ii
a good six McCoy has secured a date
ienana
stands
feet two inches and his run who stands six two in her learning imposed by the Hitler regime implanting of new
mug mate Bob Turpin is an stocking feet
even six feet Both of these
educational aims and values
thd beaton
is somewhat and the participation of youth
180 lb wingmen are Juniors
as is Bob Wall reliable center luckier than a lot of fellows in educational
and social reIn fact left guard George Manytimes their gals will
construction
just
give
them the bird Eds
Hagner will probably be the
The members of the conferonly senior starting in the just sent him a turtle
ence were Antioch College
Crimson and Gold line toThe Phi Kappa Sigma President A D Henderson
morrow
Day celebration at
Founders
Last Saturday as in preProfessor J Donald Kingsley
vious games Oberlin showed the fraternitys Alpha Chi
Professor
Manmatha N Chata decided lack of scoring chapter at Ohio State in Co
Professor Herman
punch Each week the Yoe- lumbus last Saturday Oct 25 terjee
men have piled up an impres- was a big success Twenty- six Schnurer Macculloch Miller
sive yardage total and con- Phi Kaps from Kenyon were and Mary Louise Vogel Denisistently collected more first present and six chapters were son University
President
downs than the opposition represented altogether Eacn Kenneth I Brown Professor
guest
was made to remove his
but when the goal posts hove
W T Utter Dr Hans J
into sight they immediately coat and roll up his sleeves
Dernberg
Dr DeLand James
stalled But then on the Then he donned a long white
other hand the 34- 0 defeat apron and was seated before Christie and Leslie Seagrave
banquet table replete with Oberlin College
hung on them by Hamilton
President
except Ernest H Wilkins
two weeks ago was the only all its furnishings
Professor
game in which the opposition for utensils There were no H A Wooster
Professor L
has been able to roll up an knives forks or spoons And B
Hortson
Professor
Jan B
when
platter
full
of
raw
impressive score against the
shrimp and then fried chick- Kozak John Rawlinson and
Crimson and Gold
Now for a look at the Ken- en and french fried potatoes Victor Stone
Kenyon Colyon team which flashed its of- were served up it was under- lege President Gordon K
fensive power for the first stood why the aprons were Chalmers Dean
T
time last Saturday against passed out One even had to Hoag Professor Gilbert
Capital Throughout the sea- stir his coffee with his finger Cahall Professor Raymond
Paul H
After din- Larwill Professor Philip
son the Lords have found it or a drumstick
B
easy to keep their opponents ner Dave Bowman Kenyon Rice Professor
M
Paul
Titus
from scoring more than one and Phi Kap alumnus gave an the Rev Mr Thomas
Barrett
or two touchdowns but were interesting and amusing James Logan Sam Fitzsim
noticeably weak on offense speech recounting the various mons Carl Djerassi and
John
This difficulty seems to have deeds of Phi Kap alumni
A Goldsmith editor of the
been corrected and for the reCollegian Mr Robert
While in Columbus last Kenyon
mainder of the season the
B Brown Secretary of KenSaturday
25
Oct
Jim
Paton
fans may look for a decided
yon College Mrs Mortimer
turn towards higher scores and Bob Hastings attended Matthews
Miss
Elizabeth
Kappa
the
Kappa
Gamma
Provided the defense does
Matthews
not slacken Coach Rudv open house at Ohio State
sgzyxuuii wiw

vj

scheme in which one of them iwCi
w
j
XUUC1 liiaj
Two Kenyon alumni and
Chemist to Lecture
promise that Kenvon wouia alumni of Alpha Delta Phi
not lose another game this Carl R Ganter 99 and WilContinued from page 1
year
the
visited
03
Wyant
liam
the reknowned chemist handcollege and their fraternity ed to the 102nd meeting of the
during the past weekend American Chemical Society in
They were here to attend a 1941 he explains his discov7 N MAIN STREET
board of trustees meeting eries
Ganter is also the national
The revolution in modern
Phone 195
president of Alpha Delta Phi medicine which has come asubbout from the use of
William H Kite Jr Ken- stances taken from the aniactive mal
yon 09 Cincinnati
has made their
Pi extractionitself
Theta
Beta
of
alumnus
and analysis of
H
was a guest of that fraterni- erreat importance
On of the
ty over the past weekend
newest instruments for both
JEWELER
purposes is the molecular
still which promotes the dis
LORDS ELIMINATED
tillation of substances ot hign
Continued from Page 3
molecular weight at the lowjumping follow- est possible temperature
Exhibition
29 E GAMBIER ST
ed the main events with the and m the least possible
Materials which used
home forces being eliminated time
in short order However it to require an hour to distill
be noted that Carter ot 300 C may now be distillTHE JACOBS SHOE might
Brown was the last Lord to be ed at 180 C in one- tenth of a
put out of this competition second This has mode pos
REPAIR SHOP
sible the commercial extracand
The course ior uie yi
ppt consisted
ot a tion of vitamins A D E and
SOHIO SERVICE STATION
bar K
Gambier Ohio
brush jump a hog back
ripr n m ound a triple in- and
out a rail fence and a triple
bar jump The entire course
Buys Garages
it harriers were con
Kenyon College has recent
structed by the Kenyon team
ly purchased the row of ga
ragea below
eirce ian to
partly satisfy the demand for
Headington garage space Mr w jcj
R V
Camp stated that four of the
SUPER SERVICE STATION
six garages have already been
rented and that the others are
DEPENDABLE PRODUCTS
available to faculty or stuRELIABLE PRODUCTS dents The large cement block
garage will be used for storService
age space by the college
Shock Absorber
PEPSI- COLA U made only by
Some of the buildings are beY
N
Pepi- Col Company Long Wand City
Mulberry Sts
Gor Vine
ing repaired but all are serPepsi Cola Bottling Co
PHONE 907- M
viceable

GEM LAUNDRY

C

ADRIENNE

Chairman of the Entertainment Committee of the Home Legion A carton
of Chesterfields Is a mighty welcome
sin ror rne men in camp

VOL

Improve Your Game At

GRAMAC RECREATION
105

107 W VINE ST
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Follow the lead of Adrienne Ames and senSS
ali
the men
camps the cigarette thafRfZl
Definitely MILDER and BETTER- TASTING Herr
Oberlir
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Everything aboui Chesterfield
iv- vw i ui
tuui jicu9uie una lunve
nience from their fine rightly blended
tobaccos to their easytoo- pen
cellophane jacket that keeps Chesterfield
always Fresher and Cooler- Smoking
Buy a pack and try them
Youre sure to like them because the
big thing thats pushing Chesterfield
ahead all over the country is the
approval of smokers like yourself
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COLLEGE SHOP

Compliments of

College
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Shop

Peoples Bank
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Gambier Ohio
COLLEGE SEAL
JEWELRY
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GAMBIER

Member of
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp

Ray S Titus

New and Complete Stock
Just in

f inter
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See our fine

assortment of
Hand- made Briars
order your
Arrow Shirts
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AS WE
WERE SAYING
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Quality Cleaners
Gabe Paolozzi
Agent on the Hill
SAME- DAY SERVICE

JEWELL

ICE

CREAM

IS

Everything for the

ath ot
lany e
le stree
1879
3 millic

Home

ntents

Mt Vernon O

The standard salary at Kenyon in 1853 was
60000 and a house with a hole in the
roof

The J S RINGWALT Co
Is proud to have served Kenyon for 72 years
May we serve you
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Scott Furniture Co
128 S Main St
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THE MAN WHO BOWLS 300
HAS NO TIME TO SPARE
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MT VERNON
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